Phase dependent response of vasoactive intestinal polypeptide to light and darkness in the suprachiasmatic nucleus.
Responsiveness of the vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) content to light and darkness in the rat suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) was examined by enzyme immunoassay of micropunched tissues. VIP content in the SCN has been shown to decrease monotonically in animals maintained in illumination. Decreases in VIP content in the SCN in response to both 6-h light and dark pulses depended on the phase of the circadian cycle when the pulses were applied. Light imposed at circadian time (CT) 18 or CT 22 was more effective in suppressing VIP levels than light exposure of the same intensity imposed at CT 0 or CT 6. Darkness interrupting continuous light was more effective at around CT 0 and less effective at around CT 12. These results suggest that VIP responsiveness to light and darkness in the SCN is regulated by the circadian clock in different ways and are correlated with phase-dependent phase shifts in the activity rhythm after light and dark pulses.